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ABOUT US
Liquid Power integrated Ventures limited (LP) was incorporated in the year 2017 
as an indigenous company committed to creating an enabling environment 
that promotes change and building intellectual capacity for critical thinking & 
problem solving within the oil & gas industry.

Our core team is made up of personnel with vast experience and background 
in engineering, logistics and financial disciplines. Liquid Power provides 
comprehensive services within the oil and gas Upstream, downstream and 
energy sectors with a view to expand both locally and internationally. 

OUR VISION
Excellent, efficient and effective 
services to humanity. We believe that 
honesty and accountability to all 
stakeholders is the fabric that holds 
the vision of a company like ours with 
global ambitions. 

OUR MISSION
To achieve the position of a leading 
company in oil & gas, energy 
solutions, engineering & procurement 
management, as well as the 
production and supply of goods and 
services to meet the needs of our 
clientele.   
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INTRODUCTION
The Oil and Gas industry in Nigeria is 
expanding thus presenting emerging 
opportunities for the industry players. 
Liquid power aims to be a major 
player in both the upstream and 
downstream sector. 
The Nigerian government has set 
a minimum content target of 30% 
in all works and contracts to be 
undertaken in or on behalf of all oil 
& gas companies operating in the 
Nigerian oil & gas industry. To meet this 
target, a number of processes have now 
been put in place including a contract 
evaluation and award criteria which 
favors bids which meet or exceed the 
minimum local content target.
We are currently in the process of 
expanding our operations in various 
states across the Nation. This will 
enable us to capture more market 
share and serve our customers better. 

Currently we serve our customer base 
with numerous petroleum products 
with a view to always expand. We 
have build a successful business by 
putting together the right combination 
of human and material resources at 
our disposal. Since the inception, we 
have grown to establish a niche in 
offering innovative investment advice 
and services to our parent state and 
around Nigeria. Our success is based 
on the foundation of innovation, service 
and integrity which has seen uses 
through continuous growth in the 
Nigerian investment market. Our goal 
has always bordered on investment 
partnership that will foster high yield 
deals through the provision of investor 
friendly, innovative ideas and optimum 
investment services that meet the 
everyday wish of investors.
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A very dynamic firm focused on ways to help solve the various. One of the core 
business specialty of Liquid Power Integrated ventures Limited includes but not 
limited to the following areas;

• Oil and Gas: Upstream and Down Stream operations 
• Energy Trading 
• Engineering, Design and Construction Services 
• Technical Manpower Services  

Liquid Power specializes in international energy trading and has an extended 
global network serving most of the recognized participants in the industry. 
We have also formed strong partnerships with other global market leaders 
in this field. Private companies and government agencies use our Inventory 
Management Service to optimize the value of their crude oil and finished 
petroleum product stocks. 

KEY ACTIVITIES: 
- Supply and trading of crude oil and refined petroleum products 
- Direct supply of the full product range, from crude oil and other refinery feed  
  stocks to refined products, including LPG, naphtha, mogas, jet fuel, gas oil and   
  fuel oil as well as bio-fuels 
- Physical oil trading, matched by activity in the swaps market to counterbalance  
  the price volatility existing in these markets.
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- Providing clients with hedging and price management solutions 
- Refinery processing and downstream activities, including storage and marketing 
- Inventory management 
- Storage and storage facilities 
- Shipping 
- Price risk management 
- Asset development.
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Liquid power currently owns a number of outlets and large reserve with 
a capacityin sales of crude oil refined products. LP is in a partnership and 
equipment lease agreement with other top companies from Nigeria and around 
the world such as: 

- Powerhill Constriction Company 

- Horsepower & Associate Company 

- Muliti Janitor Ltd 

- Kaura Marketing and Supplies Ltd 

- United International Enterprise in the U.S.A 

OUR PARTNERS
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CIVIL CONSTRUCTION 
- Building Construction 
- Pilling and Steel Reinforcement   
  Compactions
- Raft Foundation Constructions
- Estate Development 
- Landscaping and Horticultural Designs 
- Evaluation and Monitoring 
- Material and Equipment Used

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS 
- Rural urban and Industrial 
  Electrification
- Automated Device Installation
- Power Supply Distribution/ Network 

OTHER SERVICES
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MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION 
- Shop fabrication 
- Borehole drilling
- Water distribution 
- Network System Constructions 

LANDSCAPING & HORTICULTURAL 
DESIGNS
- Landscaping 
- Horticultural Designs 
- Flowering Plant sales and      
  marketing 

RENEWABLE ENERGY
- Solar panels
- Solar systems
- Installation and Maintainance   
  services 

CONSULTANCY SERVICES 
- Oil and Gas Energy
- Marketing and Supply
- Engineering 
- Procurement and Contracting 
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OFFICE ADDRESS
No. 14, Lake Chad crescent, 
Off IBB Boulevard, Maitama, Abuja.

+234 804 434 0172
+234 814 550 3519
info@liquidpowerltd.com
www.liquidpowerltd.com


